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In this study the role of anisotropy on flux penetration in c-axis epitaxial Tl2Ba2CuO61x and YBa2Cu3O72x
films is investigated by magneto-optics. We study thin films of Tl2Ba2CuO61x on substrates with vicinal angles
of 0° ~well-oriented!, 0.5°, 2.5°, and 4° and YBa2Cu3O72x films as a function of chain-conduction-induced
anisotropy. A crossover from fractal to nonfractal flux penetration is observed with increasing anisotropy.
Numerical simulations of anisotropic flux motion are compared with experiment. @S0163-1829~98!05742-7#I. INTRODUCTION
Magneto-optical ~MO! investigations of magnetic flux
penetration in high-Tc superconducting thin films show often
a flux front with a very irregular fractal shape even in high-
quality films.1–9 This behavior is in contrast with the smooth
and well-defined flux penetration observed in single
crystals1,2,10–17 and in some thin films.1,18,19 That the flux
penetration in thin films is often more fractal-like than in
single crystals is rather surprising since the stability of the
flux front should increase for decreasing thickness, and
hence be very stable in the thin-film case. From a technical
point of view, fractal flux penetration is undesirable in, e.g.,
thin-film devices since it may lead to increased electrical
noise due to the irregular motion of the flux. Although ob-
served before,1–9 the irregular behavior of the flux front in
thin films has not been studied from a fractal point of view.
However, a fractal analysis of the superconducting clusters
near Tc was done in YBa2Cu3O72x films.20 The notion of
fractal was introduced by B.B. Mandelbrot21 in 1967, who
showed that it can be a useful concept in studying various
phenomena appearing in nature.22,23 In this paper we study
~i! the origin of the fractal behavior and ~ii! means to de-
crease the irregularity of the flux front. In particular, we
present a study of the crossover from fractal to nonfractal
flux penetration in thin films as a function of anisotropy in
the critical current density. This crossover is realized in two
ways; ~i! by introducing anisotropy in intrinsically isotropic
Tl2Ba2CuO61x films by means of a vicinal ~stepped! sub-
strate; ~ii! by introducing isotropic behavior in intrinsically
anisotropic ab-oriented YBa2Cu3O72x films by means of
blocking the chain conduction. To our knowledge, all previ-
ous studies24 on anisotropic ab-oriented thin films were done
on YBa2Cu3O72x on vicinal substrates.
The interest in Tl2Ba2CuO61x films was raised by thePRB 580163-1829/98/58~18!/12467~11!/$15.00simplicity of their structure: tetragonal symmetry with only
one CuO2 plane per unit cell and no CuO chain.25–30 This
property suggested Tl2Ba2CuO61x to be an ideal candidate
for an unambiguous determination of the pairing symmetry
in copper oxide superconductors, as was done in the tricrys-
tal experiment by Tsuei and co-workers.26,31 Other experi-
ments for determining the pairing symmetry were done by
Rossel et al.27 and Willemin et al.32 using a high-sensitivity
capacitive torque magnetometer technique on Tl2Ba2CuO61x
thin films. Another reason of interest is the continuously ad-
justable Tc over a large range of temperature, from 0 K up to
85 K by varying x.
This paper is organized as follows: a short description of
the high-resolution magneto-optical experimental setup and
of the sample preparation procedure is given in Sec. II. Re-
sults on Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin films are presented in Sec. III,
beginning with the well-oriented films and increasing the
vicinal angle, observing the crossover from isotropic fractal
to anisotropic nonfractal behavior. Anisotropy in circular
samples is determined by comparison with the simulations
discussed in Sec. IV. Guiding of the vortex motion by the
vicinal steps is discussed in Sec. V and a comparison with
the anisotropic flux penetration in YBa2Cu3O72x thin films is
made in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII the various experimental results
are compared with numerical simulations exhibiting also a
transition from fractal to nonfractal behavior.
II. EXPERIMENT AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
Epitaxial Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin films are made by RF mag-
netron sputtering, followed by a two-step postdeposition
annealing.25 The sputtering source is prepared by pressing
and sintering an intimate mixture of Tl2O31 2BaO21 CuO
with twice preheating and an intermediate regriding. The
precursor films are deposited by rf magnetron sputtering at12 467 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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in two steps, the last one in flowing argon, in order to get
high-temperature superconducting epitaxial films. The Tc of
the samples is about 83 K as determined resistively.
SrTiO3 platelets of typically 1031031 mm3 are used as
substrates. The normal to the platelet is either along the ~001!
direction or at a small angle, which is called the vicinal
angle. Films are sputtered on substrates with the following
vicinal angles: 0°, 0.5°,2.5°, and 4°. The patterning into
shapes of disks and squares is done using conventional pho-
tolithography.
The YBa2Cu3O72x thin films are grown by pulsed laser
deposition ~conditions as in Ref. 33! on ~001! NdGaO3 sub-
strates and patterned by standard photolithography. X-ray
diffraction shows that the NdGaO3 substrates are well ori-
ented (0° with an accuracy of 0.1°). In these YBa2Cu3O72x
films, the c axis is perpendicular to the substrate while the a
and b axis have the same orientation over the whole film, as
verified by Rutherford backscattering and x-ray texture
analysis.34 These films will be denoted henceforth as
ab-oriented YBa2Cu3O72x films. The chemical composition
of the films was investigated with secondary ion mass spec-
trometry ~SIMS!.35
As indicator for the local magnetic field in the magneto-
optical experiments we use Bi-doped YIG films18 with in-
plane anisotropy, which exhibit a large Faraday effect ~typi-
cally 0.03°/mT) and can be used for a large range of
temperatures, from 1.5 K up to 300 K. The magnetic resolu-
tion is better than 0.1 mT. The indicator is placed on top of
the sample and the assembly is mounted in our home-built
cryogenic polarization microscope, which is in the variable
temperature insert of an Oxford Instruments 1-T Magnet sys-
tem. The applied magnetic field is parallel with the c axis of
the sample and perpendicular to the indicator. After the ana-
lyzer of the microscope, the spatial variation of the perpen-
dicular component of the local induction Bz at the sample is
given as an intensity pattern. The local field Hz is determined
from the pattern using the calibration I5b f (Hz2), where I is
the intensity and b is a proportionality constant. The func-
tion f is determined in a separate calibration experiment,
while b can be found by relating the intensity with the field
at a certain location in the image where the field is known,
e.g., far away from the sample, where the local magnetic
field is equal to the applied external field.36 Images were
taken using a liquid-nitrogen-cooled ST-138 CCD Camera
~Princeton Instruments!.
The temperature of the sample is measured with a cali-
brated RhFe thermometer. The light used for the magneto-
optical experiment causes a heating of the sample of about 1
mK.
The vicinal angle of the substrates and the orientation of
the a ,b axis with respect to the edges of the substrates were
checked with x-ray Laue diffraction. From the Laue pictures
we get two vicinal angles g and w , referring to the deviation
in two perpendicular planes, and one angle u , which indi-
cates the misorientation of the a ,b axis with respect to the
edges of the substrates. Figure 1 depicts the angles, as well
as the total vicinal angle d , which can be calculated using the
formulad5
1
A11sin2g1sin2w
, ~1!
where g and w are the vicinal angles from the Laue diffrac-
tion image.
III. RESULTS ON Tl2Ba2CuO61x THIN FILMS
A. 0° vicinal angle well oriented
The well-oriented (0° vicinal angle with an accuracy of
0.1°) Tl2Ba2CuO61x film has a thickness of 500 nm and is
patterned into three disk-shaped samples. In the magneto-
optical experiment the samples are cooled in zero field to 4.2
K; then the external field is increased. The inset in Fig. 2
presents one of the disk samples at 11 mT. In the MO im-
ages, the dark regions are the field-free region, while brighter
FIG. 1. Angles for the vicinal substrate. The angles w , g , and u
are determined from Laue diffraction images and the real vicinal
angle d is calculated from w and g according to Eq. ~1!. The lines
labeled with s indicate the direction of the vicinal steps.
FIG. 2. Fractal dimension ~determined as described in Sec.
III A! vs Hz contour value for 0° vicinal angle film, at 11 mT
external field, T54.2 K. The maximum value 1.22 is taken as the
fractal dimension D; ~inset! Magneto-optical image of one of the
disks patterned from a 0° vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61d thin film,
showing fractal flux penetration. The other disks patterned from the
same film exhibit very similar patterns. The image is recorded at 4.2
K after zero-field cooling and application of an external field
m0Hext511 mT. The arrows point to small defects at the edge of
the sample.
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model the vortex density and hence the local field are highest
at the sample edge and decrease towards its interior until
they vanish: the dark part of the sample is still in the Meiss-
ner state. The fractal flux penetration is not only evident
from the flux front, but also from the flux density in the
region between the sample perimeter and the flux front. This
‘‘flux scape’’ can be characterized by the fractal dimensions
of contour lines taken at different values of Hz . To find the
fractal dimension of a contour line, its perimeter is deter-
mined using various yardsticks.22 The perimeter lengths are
then plotted as a function of the yardstick values, yielding a
nearly straight line in a log-log plot. The slope of this line is
by definition the fractal dimension. This slope and its 1s
error bar are determined using a least-square fit to a straight
line. In our case the yardstick was the pixel size, and we take
different yardsticks by reducing the number of pixels in the
image. If these fractal dimensions are plotted versus fixed
values of the local field Hz , a Lorentzian curve is obtained.
An example at an external field of 11 mT is shown in the
graph in Fig. 2. The width of the Lorentzian curve in this
particular case is 1 mT. The maximum of this Lorentzian is
used below as the fractal dimension D, while the contour in
the image corresponding to the Hz value at the maximum
will be called flux front below.
In the remaining part of this section, we discuss the de-
pendence of the fractal dimension D for the 0°-sample as a
function of external field. The dependence of the fractal di-
mension on vicinal angle will be discussed in Sec. VII.
The inset in Fig. 3 shows the flux fronts for the same disk
patterned on the 0° vicinal angle film. Border lines between
regions with different gray values represent the flux fronts at
different values of the applied field. The edge of the sample
is indicated by the thick white line. Figure 3 presents the plot
of D, calculated for these flux fronts, versus external field.
With increasing field, the fractal dimension of the flux front
FIG. 3. Fractal dimension vs applied external field for the 0°
vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61d film, T54.2 K ~the line is a guide to
the eye!. The square symbols represent the calculated fractal dimen-
sion D. The corresponding Meissner regions, as measured magneto-
optically, are indicated near the symbols; ~inset! Flux fronts ~as
defined in the text! in the disk patterned from a 0° vicinal angle
Tl2Ba2CuO61x film, at several values of the external applied field: 3
mT ~inner boundary of light gray area!, 5 mT, 11 mT, and 14 mT
~inner boundary of dark gray area!. T54.2 K.decreases towards D51, the value for nonfractal behavior.
The first vortices entering the superconducting sample are
guided by randomly distributed weak links; the flux penetra-
tion has a strong fractal character. While the flux advances
inside the sample, the density of vortices increases and the
flux front becomes smoother, with a lower fractal dimension,
possibly because the interaction between vortices and weak
pinning tends to relax the induction profile.
The irregular penetration as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 is
not only due to the fractal penetration process. It is also
partly caused by three defects at the sample perimeter ~indi-
cated by arrows! that give rise to enhanced penetration of
flux. Since there are only three such defects there is not much
influence on the fractal dimension. It is important to note that
apart from the disturbance by these defects, the overall flux
penetration is isotropic, although fractal. Below, samples
with anisotropic flux penetration will be discussed.
B. 0.5° vicinal angle
The 0.5° vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin film has a
thickness of 500 nm. The film was patterned into a disk, into
two squares with the sides oriented parallel to the edges of
the substrate, and into one square tilted with respect to the
edges at 45°. Figure 4 shows an image taken at 56 mT ex-
ternal field after zero-field cooling to 4.2 K. There are three
features that can be observed. ~i! The flux penetration is
again fractal with a strong influence of defects. Small defects
at the edges cause the magnetic flux to penetrate the sample
due to enhanced local field.37 These defects can be seen at
the edges of all samples shown. The black dashed line indi-
cates the only long defect visible under a polarization micro-
scope. ~ii! The flux front’s behavior is the same in all the
samples shown, regardless of the shape of the samples. It can
be seen that the shape or the position of the sample on the
substrate does not influence the fractal-like behavior. ~iii!
Because of the very high irregularity of the flux penetration,
FIG. 4. Magneto-optical image of three squares and one circle
patterned from a 0.5° vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61d thin film,
m0Hext556 mT, T54.2 K. Note that the flux penetration is still
irregular although in the disk the pattern is slightly elongated. The
black dashed line indicates the only long defect visible under the
polarization microscope.
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square samples, or of a preferential direction for the super-
conducting current is hard to make. There can only be a very
rough estimate of the critical current, j c , anisotropy in this
case. However, a close comparison between the flux fronts of
the disk samples at 0° and 0.5° shows that the latter is some-
what more elongated ~see the insets of Fig. 12!, which is an
indication of anisotropy of the critical currents.
C. 2.5° vicinal angle
The 2.5° vicinal angle film has a thickness of 200 nm. We
used the same shapes for patterning as for the previous film.
The edges of two of the squares are parallel to the edges of
the substrate. Figure 5~a! depicts the magneto-optic image at
28 mT on ramping up the field, after a zero-field cooling
down to 4.2 K. Clearly, the image is very different from that
of the 0.5° vicinal angle film. We consider now the same
features of interest as in the previous subsection, but starting
with the last two: ~iii! the current flow anisotropy and ~ii! the
shape dependence. The striking difference with the previous
FIG. 5. ~a! Magneto-optical image of three squares and one
circle patterned from a 2.5° vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61d thin film,
m0Hext528 mT, T54.2 K. Note that the flux penetration is very
regular, if anisotropic. Angles b between the ‘‘apparent anisotropy
axis’’ and the ‘‘real anisotropy’’ direction are also indicated. Sym-
bols are explained in the text. ~b! Magneto-optical image of the two
squares shown in the lower half of Fig. 5~a!, after scratching the
edges of the lower-left-hand side square at m0Hext528 mT and
T54.2 K. The arrows indicate the locations where the scratches
were made. The difference in contrast between the images of the
scratched and unscratched square is due to a different gray scale,
which was adapted to show more clearly that the direction of the
vortex motion ~black dashed line! is perpendicular to the real an-
isotropy axis ~white dashed line!.experiment comes from the well-defined anisotropy in the
flux penetration. This can be related to the anisotropy in the
critical currents. In one direction the magnetic flux penetra-
tion is easier, which gives a lower current density in the
perpendicular direction. We have to take into account that
the current always flows parallel to the edges of the sample.
From the continuity equation, for the current flow @the same
current flows through the sections defined by d1 and d2 , see
Fig. 5~a!#, we can determine the ratio between the current
densities ~flowing in the two perpendicular directions parallel
to the edges!, as being j1 / j25tana , where j1 and j2 are the
superconducting currents densities flowing in the indicated
directions. For the two squares in the left half of Fig. 5~a!,
the apparent anisotropy value is 1.48, while for the tilted
square it is 3.6. This ‘‘apparent anisotropy’’ Aapp is depen-
dent upon the orientation of the sample edge with respect to
the direction of lowest current density, which we call the
anisotropy axis. By contrast, the real value of the anisotropy
Areal is defined as the ratio between the maximal and the
minimal critical current densities. The anisotropy axis can be
determined experimentally by the black line in the disk ~the
disk does not impose a preferred direction of the flux pen-
etration! and makes an angle b with respect to the sides of
the square sample @see Fig. 5~a!#. The smaller the angle b ,
the larger the apparent anisotropy. From the apparent anisot-
ropy Aapp5 j1 / j2 the ‘‘real anisotropy’’ Areal can be calcu-
lated ~see the Appendix! by the formula
Areal5A tan2b2Aapp2Aapp2 tan2b21 ~2!
~Note that we are not in the case described in Ref. 39, Fig.
2~h!, where the situation is more complicated due to the fact
that the current density that would flow perpendicular to the
so-called discontinuity lines exceeds the critical current den-
sity for that direction.! Taking the angles a and b as indi-
cated in Fig. 5~a!, we obtain the following anisotropy values:
Areal54.8 for the upright squares, with b533° and a
556°, and Areal55.0 for the tilted square, with b511° and
a574.5°. Clearly there is a very good agreement between
these two results: the value of the real anisotropy should be
the same regardless of the square taken for calculation. Note
that, in contrast to the result of Haage et al.24 on
YBa2Cu3O72x films, the anisotropy of our Tl2Ba2CuO61x
samples is independent upon the external field.
A striking feature that appears in the 2.5° vicinal angle
sample is that the effect of defects on the flux front is washed
out by the anisotropic flux penetration. The flux front in this
case is smooth and uniform, as in the single-crystal case and
no fractal behavior is observed by increasing the external
applied field from zero. The fractal dimension of the flux
front is then D.1. A possible reason for this behavior will
be discussed later.
D. 4° vicinal angle
In Fig. 6 a typical result is shown for a Tl2Ba2CuO61x
sample of 500 nm thickness with 4° vicinal angle. The im-
age was taken at 28 mT upon increasing field, after a zero-
field cooling down to 4.2 K. Magnetic domains in the garnet
indicator film are visible as zigzag patterns, especially in
PRB 58 12 471CROSSOVER BETWEEN FRACTAL AND NONFRACTAL . . .regions between the samples due to nonoptimal experimental
conditions ~usually these domains can be made invisible by
an appropriate setting of the polarization vector of the inci-
dent light with respect to the magnetization vector!. The an-
isotropy lines in the four disk-shaped samples are parallel to
each other, indicating clearly that the direction of the real
anisotropy is the same for all the samples patterned on the
same substrate. In this case, with disks only, we cannot cal-
culate Areal using Eq. ~2!. A value of Areal for this film can
be given only by comparison with numerical simulations, to
be discussed in the next section. Note that perpendicular to
the black anisotropy lines there are some brighter features
that are ‘‘shadows’’ of small holes in the films. The holes
can be clearly seen with a standard microscope. Although
these shadows are present, the anisotropy lines are hardly
influenced by them. From these shadows the direction of flux
motion during penetration is found to be perpendicular to the
anisotropy line, as expected. Clearly the flux penetration in
this case, as in the 2.5° case is not fractal and the fractal
dimension of the flux front is D.1.
IV. SIMULATIONS OF ANISOTROPIC FLUX
PENETRATION
To determine the anisotropy of the critical current from
the flux penetration in disk-shaped samples, one cannot use a
procedure that exploits the discontinuity lines as we did for
Fig. 5~a!. In fact flux penetration in anisotropic circular
samples is to some extent equivalent to flux penetration in
isotropic elliptical samples. The latter case was discussed for
the first time by Campbell and Evetts.40
To derive an anisotropy value from our experiments we
use a numerical simulation model that works as follows.
There is a sample area ~taken here as a circle! and an outer
FIG. 6. Magneto-optical image of four circles patterned from a
4° vicinal angle Tl2Ba2CuO61d thin film, m0Hext528 mT, T
54.2 K. Note the very high anisotropy in the flux penetration ~see
also Fig. 7 for comparison!. The zigzag patterns in the regions
between the samples are magnetic domains in the garnet indicator
film, visible due to nonoptimal experimental conditions. Perpen-
dicular to the anisotropy lines are some brighter features that are
shadows of small holes in the film.area, both containing a common square grid of sites. On each
site a ‘‘height’’ h is defined ~which will correspond to the
vortex density!. First this height is set to zero everywhere.
Then an iteration starts, where h in the outer area is increased
by 1, followed by relaxation of the inner area. Relaxation is
performed by considering each site of the inner area plus a
region of one pixel wide around this area. If the value h for
such a site exceeds the value h of any of its four nondiagonal
neighbors by a certain threshold value, then h of the site
under consideration is decreased by 1, while h of that neigh-
bor is increased by 1 ~if there are more such neighbors, one
is chosen randomly!. This relaxation continues until there is
no more change. The whole algorithm ends when there is no
inner site left with h50. Anisotropy is introduced in the
model by setting the ratio between the horizontal thresholds
and vertical thresholds equal to the anisotropy value a.
The algorithm just described is justified for infinitely thick
samples only, where there are only local interactions be-
tween vortices. To be able to compare the simulations with
our measurements on thin films, we extract the local value of
Brandt’s function g ~Ref. 41! from our infinitely thick
sample simulation ~apart from a constant factor g it is equal
to Hz), and then this g is used to calculate the local magnetic
field Hz using the kernel introduced by Brandt,41 in this way
taking the proper thin-film geometry of the experiment into
account.
Results of the simulations for various anisotropy values
are shown in Fig. 7. The pictures show the square of the
magnetic field, (Hz)2, simulating thus the magneto-optical
intensity images. Note that the typical high fields at the
boundary for the flat samples are nicely reproduced by the
simulations. The lines perpendicular to the anisotropy line
and the Y profile in the case of anisotropy 2 are due to the
square pixels in the calculation.
We verified that the flux profile obtained from a math-
FIG. 7. Simulations for anisotropic disks. Shown is the square
of the local field, (Hz)2, for disks of the same aspect ratio as in the
experiment, to simulate the magneto-optical images. The numbers
2, 5, 10, and 20 indicate the anisotropy value. The Y shape at the
ends of the anisotropy line in the case of anisotropy 2 is an artifact
due to the square pixels in the simulation. Note that the typical high
fields at the edges for the flat samples are nicely reproduced by the
simulations.
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model! ~Ref. 40! is the same as from our simulation.
From comparison with Fig. 6 we estimate the anisotropy
value for the 4° samples to be 1565. It is, of course, illus-
trative to use this same method for the 2.5° sample. Clearly,
by comparing the circle in Fig. 5~a! with Fig. 7 for that case
a value 562 is found, in good agreement with the determi-
nation from the discontinuity lines of the squares samples.
The values for anisotropy for circular samples, which are
found by comparison with the results in Fig. 7, are of course
leading to a rather large uncertainty for the anisotropy value
as indicated above.
V. GUIDING OF VORTEX MOTION
We now address the question of why films with higher
vicinal angle are less fractal. First of all one might think
that films on vicinal substrates are mesoscopically more
homogeneous than films on well-oriented substrates. An in-
dication for this phenomenon was obtained by Haage et al.24
for YBa2Cu3O72x films on SrTiO3 . However, in our
Tl2Ba2CuO61x films on SrTiO3 an investigation by atomic
force microscopy showed that the sample microstructure is
not significantly affected by the steps. A possible reason is
the postannealing step that is used for the Tl2Ba2CuO61x
films, but not for the YBa2Cu3O72x films. Secondly, the flux
penetration might be influenced by the steps in such a way
that fractal behavior is suppressed. Indeed, in this section we
show that the vortex movement is guided by the steps
present on the vicinal substrates ~below we will address the
question of whether this is the reason for the disappearance
of fractal flux penetration or not!. We proceed in two steps.
~i! First we compare the direction of the steps in the sub-
strate, as determined by x-ray Laue photography, with the
anisotropy axis determined magneto-optically; ~ii! then we
present an especially designed MO experiment to unambigu-
ously show the guiding of the vortices by vicinal steps.
The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The true vicinal angle d
is the angle formed by the vicinal plane and the horizontal
basal plane. These two planes intersect each other on a line
that is parallel to the vicinal steps indicated by s in Fig. 1.
The perpendicular line to the steps makes an angle z with the
edges of the substrate. The angle z can be calculated by
tanz5
sing
sinw . ~3!
For the 2.5° vicinal angle film discussed above, d52.5°
and z537.5°. Taking into account the angle u523°, we
find the perpendicular to the vicinal steps at 34.5° with re-
spect to the edge of the substrate. From the magneto-optical
measurement it is found that the anisotropy axis makes an
angle of 34.5° with respect to the edge of the substrate.
Hence, the anisotropy axis ~direction of steepest flux gradi-
ent! is identified with the perpendicular to the steps in the
substrate. Equivalently the direction of easy flux penetration
is along the steps. Since in most parts of the sample this
direction in crudely perpendicular to the current, this does
not yet prove guidance of vortex motion by the steps. For
that purpose an other experiment was performed.On the lower-left-hand square shown in Fig. 5~a! some
scratches at the sample edge were made. Figure 5~b! shows
the MO image taken in 28 mT external field after a zero-field
cooling. The location of the scratches is indicated by arrows.
The striking feature is that the vortices entering the super-
conductor at the defects are not moving perpendicular to the
current ~which flows parallel to the sample edges!. On the
contrary, their movement @its direction is indicated by the
black dotted line in the Fig. 5~b!# is perpendicular to the real
anisotropy axis indicated by the white dotted line. This is a
clear indication of guidance of the penetrating flux by the
vicinal steps. When applying an external field, fast penetra-
tion of vortices at edge defects occurs, followed by the
movement along vicinal steps. Note that this flux penetration
along the steps is very similar to the flux penetration along
twin planes in YBa2Cu3O72x at low temperature as dis-
cussed by Wijngaarden et al.10 This suggests that a similar
microscopic mechanism is playing a role. In the left-upper
corner we can still observe the d line, which has the same
direction as the d line in the same square in the ‘‘un-
scratched’’ experiment @see Fig. 5~a!#. The behavior of the
disks with small holes, discussed above and shown in Fig. 6,
is completely consistent with these ideas. The white shadows
of the defects represent the flux movement from those de-
fects. Clearly, this movement has the same direction as the
other vortices ~responsible for the induction profile!, again
along the vicinal steps and perpendicular to the anisotropy
axis. One might now be let to believe that the guidance of
vortex motion by the vicinal steps causes the disappearance
of fractal flux penetration. This possibility will be ruled out
in Sec. VII, but it is important to consider first ~in the next
section! another sample where no such guiding takes place,
but which shows nevertheless a transition from fractal to
nonfractal behavior as a function of anisotropy.
VI. RESULTS ON YBa2Cu3O72x THIN FILMS
For comparison with the Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin films results,
we now present MO experiments on YBa2Cu3O72x epitaxial
thin films deposited on well-oriented NdGaO3 substrates.
The film thickness is only 80 nm to prevent strain in the
film.33,42 The YBa2Cu3O72x films are grown with the c axis
perpendicular to the substrate and due to crystallographic
anisotropy of the substrate surface, the a and b axes of the
YBa2Cu3O72x film have the same orientation over the whole
substrate surface. This is verified using Rutherford back-
scattering and x-ray texture analysis.33 Due to the so-called
Cu-O chains of YBa2Cu3O72x , which run along the b axis,
the electronic structure is anisotropic, leading to, e.g., anisot-
ropy in the resistivity above Tc .35,42 Anisotropy of j c can
thus be expected. However, isotropic YBa2Cu3O72x films on
NdGaO3 substrates have been also obtained.33 A magneto-
optical image of a disk patterned from such a film is shown
in Fig. 8. The image was taken in 28 mT applied field after a
zero-field cooling to 4.2 K. The flux pattern in the sample
has an isotropic, fractal character, resembling the result for
the 0° vicinal angle ~well-oriented! Tl2Ba2CuO61x sample.
We will discuss further results obtained on an YBa2Cu3O72x
film with anisotropy in the resistivity above Tc , patterned
into 2 squares with the edges parallel to the edges of the
substrate. Figure 9 shows the MO image taken in 28 mT
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substrate this sample exhibits an intrinsic anisotropic behav-
ior. Since from other experiments we know that the anisot-
ropy axes are parallel with the edges of the substrate, we can
deduce the value for the anisotropy using the same method
as in Fig. 5~a!. It is found that Areal5 ja / jb51.360.1. This
value is much lower compared to A real55.1, found in the
Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin film with 2.5° vicinal angle, where there
was a uniform, nonfractal, anisotropic flux pattern. In the
YBa2Cu3O72x experiment, at a closer look, we can observe
that at this small anisotropy value, although the flux pattern
is reasonably regular, it has still a somewhat fractal behavior.
FIG. 8. Magneto-optical image of a circle patterned from an
isotropic YBa2Cu3O72d thin film. The image is recorded at T
54.2 K and an external field m0Hext528 mT.
FIG. 9. Magneto-optical image of two squares patterned from an
anisotropic YBa2Cu3O72d thin film. The image is recorded at T
54.2 K and an external field m0Hext528 mT.As discussed by Dam et al.,35 the anisotropy in resistivity
above Tc depends on the exact growth conditions. SIMS
analysis of the Ga content of the films shows no relation
between the anisotropy and the purity of the film ~the Ga
diffuses from the substrate into the YBa2Cu3O72x film!.
Nevertheless the amount of Ga in the chains may be the key
property instead of the total amount of Ga in the film. Alter-
natively, the oxygenation of the chains may be the dominant
factor for the anisotropy. In any case Dam et al.35 derive
from a simple Drude model
Ara
rb
5
jb
ja . ~4!
Experimentally we find from resistivity measurements for
the film investigated Ara /rb51.26, while the MO experi-
ment gives jb / ja51.360.1, in good agreement with Eq. ~4!.
This result is also in good agreement with similar observa-
tions on high-quality single crystals by Tamegai et al.43
Clearly, in the case of YBa2Cu3O72x the anisotropy is
intrinsic, due to an anisotropy in the electronic structure of
the superconductor, while in the case of Tl2Ba2CuO61x the
anisotropy is induced by the vicinal steps in the substrate,
leading to easy flux penetration along these lines. Immedi-
ately two questions arise: ~i! Why is the flux penetration at
all fractal in the isotropic films? ~ii! Why does this fractal
behavior disappear as a function of anisotropy? These ques-
tions will be addressed in the next section.
VII. DISCUSSION AND SIMULATIONS
OF FRACTAL FLUX PENETRATION
First, we discuss why the flux penetration can be fractal in
these films. Flux penetration in high-quality single crystals is
very regular and textbooklike.2 Since the thermal stability of
vortex motion is inversely proportion to the sample
thickness,44 one would expect very stable behavior for thin
films and regular, nonfractal flux penetration. This is indeed
occasionally observed,1,12,13 but the more common behavior
is very irregular. Thermally unstable behavior may occur in
thin films only if there are processes that greatly enhance the
effect of thermal fluctuations. A possible clue is in the
sample microstructure as shown in an Atomic Force Micros-
copy image for a typical YBa2Cu3O72x sample in Fig. 10.
AFM images obtained for the Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin films are
similar. There are islands separated by trenches with possibly
reduced superconducting order parameter and stronger pin-
ning than in the islands. In this scenario, during the flux
penetration process, the overall gradient in vortex density is
determined by the pinning in the trenches. If one vortex in
the trench would depin ~by a thermal fluctuation! then due to
this motion local heating occurs and the pinning at that point
in the trench is reduced, leading to an avalanche process. The
analogous vortex picture is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
We just described an amplification mechanism where a
fluctuation in the position of one vortex leads to the flow of
many vortices, of the order of the number of vortices in one
island. This amplification factor is in fact not very high at the
fields used, if for the island size 100–200 nm is taken. How-
ever, not all trenches are of the same depth ~clearly visible in
12 474 PRB 58R. SURDEANU et al.Fig. 10! and we believe that this idea is at least qualitatively
correct.
Secondly, we discuss the transition from fractal to non-
fractal behavior. In Fig. 12 the fractal dimension ~determined
from the flux scape! of Tl2Ba2CuO61x films is presented as a
function of vicinal angle. For all the vicinal angles the fractal
dimension was calculated at the same applied field of 11 mT.
Also indicated is the anisotropy in critical current. It is evi-
dent that for increasing vicinal angle the anisotropy rapidly
increases ~note that the 0°, 0.5°, and 4° samples are 500
nm thick while the 2.5° film is 200 nm thick!, and the fractal
behavior disappears. To understand the disappearance of
fractal penetration note that in the case of very strong anisot-
ropy all vortices ~close to the same edge of the sample! move
in the same direction and any branching of flux penetration is
heavily suppressed. Due to the anisotropy, the number of
spatial dimensions for flux penetration is reduced from 2 to 1
leading to nonfractal behavior, although the flux front does
FIG. 10. AFM picture of a typical YBa2Cu3O72d thin film.
FIG. 11. Schematic picture for vortex motion ~see text!. The
arrow indicates the direction of flux penetration.not need to be straight. To explore these ideas in more detail,
simulations were performed in a similar way to the model
discussed above in Sec. IV.
In these simulations the sample area is a square. The
sample edge is parallel to the grid of cells. Random pinning
is realized by drawing the threshold values t from the log-
normal distribution function
P~ t !5Ag
p
e21/4g
t0
expF2gS ln tt0D
2G ; ~5!
here P(t) is the probability for the occurrence of the value t,
the width of the distribution is proportional to 1/g , and the
center of the distribution is at t0 . As previously, relaxation is
performed by considering each pixel of the inner area plus a
region of one pixel wide around this area. If the value h for
such a site exceeds the value h of any of its four nondiagonal
neighbors45 by a certain threshold value t, then in the ther-
mally stable case the h of the site is decreased by 1 and the h
of the neighbor is increased by 1. In the thermally unstable
case, both heights are made equal to their average h. Anisot-
ropy is introduced by taking the thresholds tH between pixels
that are horizontal neighbors from a different distribution
function as the vertical thresholds tV. In practice this was
done by using one distribution function and dividing all hori-
zontal thresholds by the anisotropy value a.
Results are shown in Fig. 13, on the right-hand side for
the thermally stable case on the left-hand side for the ther-
mally unstable case; also indicated is the fractal dimension of
FIG. 12. Fractal dimension vs vicinal angle in Tl2Ba2CuO61x
films. The square symbols represent the calculated fractal dimen-
sion D. The corresponding Meissner regions, as measured magneto-
optically, as well as the anisotropy values for the critical current,
are indicated near the symbols. For all vicinal angles the fractal
dimension was calculated for the applied field of 11 mT. The error
bars are found from the least-squares-fit procedure as described in
Sec. III A.
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tal flux penetration in the isotropic case. As expected, the
fractal dimension in the thermally unstable case is higher
than in the thermally stable case. Interestingly, the fractal
dimension of the magneto-optical images of the isotropic
Tl2Ba2CuO61x and YBa2Cu3O72x films are intermediate be-
tween these simulation values. In both the thermally stable
and the unstable case the flux penetration becomes more
regular if anisotropy is introduced ~in this case a55). To
compare with the Tl2Ba2CuO61x films, which are isotropic
except for the presence of steps along which easy flow of
flux is possible, in the bottom frames the isotropic case is
shown where along each fifth row of pixels the thresholds
were divided by 5. The fractal dimensions were calculated
after such coarse graining that the lines were no longer vis-
ible, since also in the magneto-optical experiment the indi-
vidual steps are not visible. It is found that the anisotropic
case as well as the isotropic one with steps lead to about the
same fractal dimension, which is much lower than that for
the isotropic case. In these simulations we find, as in our
experiment, a crossover from fractal to nonfractal flux pen-
etration with increasing anisotropy.
Our results may seem contradictory to the theoretical pre-
diction of Gurevich,46,47 who predicted that anisotropy of
critical currents could lead to a fragmentation of magnetic
flux. Experimentally it is found that many anisotropic
samples2,10,24 show a regular, although anisotropic, flux pen-
FIG. 13. Simulations with random pinning in the case of ther-
mally stable ~right-hand side! and thermally instable case ~left-hand
side!. The anisotropy used is a55, while g51 ~see text!. The cor-
responding fractal dimension is indicated in the figures. We have
used the same gray scale for all the images. Due to lower slopes in
the lower four figures, these span a smaller contrast range. To allow
clear visibility and a fair comparison between the pictures, we have
allowed a whiteout to occur in parts of the upper two pictures.etration. Apparently the conditions for Gurevich’s instabili-
ties are not easily met and anisotropy does not induce irregu-
lar or fractal flux penetration. However, it does reduce the
effective dimensionality for flux penetration and thus sup-
presses fractal penetration.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Various Tl2Ba2CuO61x thin films grown on vicinal sub-
strates with angles of 0°, 0.5°, 2.5°, and 4°, patterned in
shapes of disks, squares and tilted squares were investigated.
For increasing vicinal angle a dramatic change in the flux
penetration behavior, from a fractal, very irregular one, to a
smooth and uniform penetration is found. The crossover is
related to the remarkable increase in the critical current an-
isotropy in the interval 0.5° –2.5° for the vicinal angle. Clear
evidence is presented that, in the case of Tl2Ba2CuO61x
films grown on vicinal substrates, the anisotropy is related to
the vicinal steps. A method to calculate the numerical value
of the real anisotropy using the MO data for the squares is
given. The circular samples are used to determine the real
anisotropy axis that we find to be systematic for one sub-
strate. From the direction of this axis and the flux pattern in
rectangular samples the real anisotropy value of j c is deter-
mined.
For comparison with the Tl2Ba2CuO61x samples,
YBa2Cu3O72x /NdGaO3 thin films are investigated. Also in
these YBa2Cu3O72x films a crossover from fractal to non-
fractal flux penetration is observed. However, due to the
lower anisotropy the flux front is not completely regular yet.
The anisotropy in the YBa2Cu3O72x films is due the elec-
tronic structure of the sample and is intrinsic. Experimentally
the relation between the anisotropy in j c and in the resistivity
above Tc is in agreement with a simple Drude model.
In both systems the same transition from fractal to non-
fractal behavior is found, although anisotropy is induced by
different means. Because of this and of our simulations, we
conclude that in general fractal flux penetration can be sup-
pressed by inducing anisotropy. Although anisotropy may
not always be desirable, it may be exploited to reduce elec-
tric noise in superconducting devices.
APPENDIX: ANISOTROPIC CRITICAL CURRENT
In this appendix we address the angular dependence of the
critical current in the case of anisotropy. Previously, for the
case of anisotropy induced by columnar defects Schuster,
Kuhn, and Indenbom38 have given the formula j2
5 jmin2 cos2a1jmax2 sin2a. When a is interpreted as a polar
angle, this formula is incorrect. It is derived from the well-
known parametrization for the ellipse x5acost, y5bsint,
which leads to r25a2cos2t1b2sin2t, where the parameter t is
not the polar angle w ~it is easily verified that w
5arctan(y/x)5arctan(b/a)tant). A parametrization in terms
of the polar angle w is easily found by substituting x
5rcosw, y5rsinw in the Cartesian equation (x2/a2)
1(y2/b2)51, where r5r(w) is the actual radius, which is
found to be r5@(cos2w/a2)1(sin2w/b2)#2(1/2). In anisotropic
superconductors, the simple assumption that the angular de-
12 476 PRB 58R. SURDEANU et al.pendence of the pinning force per length, f p , is given by an
ellipse, combined with a critical current density given by j c
5 f p /F0 where F0 is the flux quantum, leads to the follow-
ing equation for the critical current as a function of angle:
j~w!5
1
Acos2w
ja2
1
sin2w
jb2
. ~A1!
Finally we note that although the equation for the critical
current as a function of angle in Ref. 38 is incorrect, theformula for the anisotropy @Eq. ~1!# in the same paper is
correct.
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